1. The presentation to the Royal Society of Edinburgh of results relating to the decennial period, derived from observations of magnetic declination made during nearly a quarter of a century at Trevandrum, has seemed to me a favourable occasion for a determination of the mean duration of this period. Upon the explanation of the decennial variations depends the solution of several important problems in solar and terrestrial physics, and the first step towards this result is to ascertain the true mean duration of the period. Two markedly different results have been obtained, each of which has been accepted by men of the highest scientific reputation.
Discovery of the Decennial Period of Magnetic
Variations.-A century ago the varying positions of the magnetic needle were followed with much perseverance by several men of science, but by none with more ardour than VAN SWINDEN. Unfortunately, the needles employed were supported on steel points, and, owing probably to weak magnetisation and the mechanical difficulties of construction, they gave widely different results at different places, and even at the same place; so that valuable series of observations made with similar instruments have lost, to a great extent, the weight which they would otherwise have merited. VAN SWINDEN, however, had needles from England, where much care had been bestowed on their construction; and he observed every hour from morning till evening during thirteen years, in eight of which three needles were observed simultaneously. The differences of movement of the three needles during magnetic disturbances show that we cannot consider the absolute amounts accurate; the results, however, to which I am about to refer are independent of these differences. VAN SWINDEN followed with great interest every disturbance (affolement) of the needle, and he has given the number of days in each year from 1771 to 1781 on which these affolements occurred. As he had not apparently any exact measure of what should be considered a day of disturbance, these numbers cannot be considered quite comparable. They show, however, fewest days in 1771 and 1780-81, while the greatest number of disturbance days occurred in 1773, 1774, 1775, and 1777.* VAN SWINDEN, however, obtained another result with specific limits. The north end of the needle is generally farthest west between
• Analogie de l'filectricite et du Magnetisme, t. iii p. 85. This volume contains the "Dissertation sur les mouvements irreguliers de 1'Aiguille aimantee, par J. H. VAN SWINDEN, La Haye, 1785. VOL. XXVII. PART IV. 7 K .
1 and 2 P.M. VAN SWINDEN remarked that on many days without irregular movements the mean law was. not followed, that the needle was farthest west before noon or after 4 P.M. ; this irregularity is also due, however, to disturbances ; he then sought the numbers of irregular days in each year on which the needle attained the maximum before noon or after 4 P.M. From the table which he has given, he concludes-" On voit par la combien le nombre de ces jours a era de 1774 a 1776, et decru de 1776 a 1780. Y auroit-il quelque p&riode de quatre ans 1 "* That is of eight years from minimum to minimum. An inspection of VAN SWINDEN'S numbers given afterwards (Art. 30), and a consideration of other, facts, will show, I think, that VAN SWINDEN had here discovered one of the results of the decennial period; he does not appear, however, to have examined the amounts of the diurnal range of the needle in each year. 3. Neither CASSINI nor GILPIN seem to have noticed the variation of the range of the diurnal oscillation from year to year; and AKAGO'S observations from 1820 to 1830 were not reduced in such a manner as to show the decennial period till 1854, and even then it was not remarked.t 4.
The first who appears to have observed the fact, or thought it worth noticing, that the diurnal range of magnetic declination varied from year to year, was GAUSS. In his discussion of the Gottingen observations for the three years April 1834 to March 1837, he remarked that the range of the diurnal oscillation of the magnetic needle between 8 A.M. and 1 P.M. was greater in each month of the second year than in the corresponding months of the first; and again, greater in the third than in the second year; adding, " But these differences are much too great for us to conclude that they are due to a secular increase, and it is much rather to be expected that by continuing the observations during several years an oscillation {Hinundherschwanken), cannot fail to present itself." \ 5. In 1846 Dr LAMONT added to the Gottingen results from 1834 to 1842 his own, derived from the Munich observations from 1842 to 1845, and pointed out the very regular change of the diurnal oscillation during the ten years. The ranges showed the maximum in 1837-38, and Dr LAMONT concluded there was reason to believe that the minimum was then attained (1846) §. The observations of ten years did not prove, however, that the fluctuation predicted by GAUSS was" periodic; and it was only in 1851, after the passage of a second maximum in 1848, that Dr LAMONT concluded, with the aid of preceding series of observations, the existence of a period occupying on the average 10^ years. || 6. Early in 1852 General Sir E. SABINE communicated to the Royal Society of London the coincidence between the epochs of minimum and maximum magnetic disturbance and diurnal range of the magnetic oscillations in 1844 and 1848, deduced by him from the colonial observations, as well as of the epochs obtained by Dr LAMONT for the diurnal range, with those which SCHWABE had previously discovered in his persevering observations of sun-spot frequency.* The coincidence in SCHWABE'S and LAMONT'S decennial periods was also remarked independently in the same year by Dr R. WOLF of Bern (now of Zurich)t and M. GAUTIER of Geneva.^ The former, who has devoted himself with great zeal for years to the collection and discussion of observations on sun-spots made during the last two centuries, has deduced a mean period of 11ŷ ears, differing widely from 10-43 years, the mean interval last obtained by Dr LAMONT. § The care bestowed on this investigation, and the wide interval covered by it, have given to Dr WOLF'S result so great a weight that it has been accepted by many men of science as the true duration of this inequality.
While there can be little doubt that continuous series of magnetical observations are better fitted for determining the true epochs of maxima and minima than observations of sun-spots, which cannot always be made, and which before this century were noted by different observers without system, yet when no magnetic observations have been obtained, any epochs of sun-spot frequency which Dr WOLF may have shown to rest upon sufficient data should have a great value in this investigation.
The first part of this paper is occupied in the determination of the mean duration and variable length of the "decennial period" from the earliest systematic observations of the magnetic needle till now, employing for this end a somewhat more exact method than has been used hitherto. The second part is devoted to the decennial period of magnetic disturbance of the magnetic declination (1854-64) at Trevandrum, and the relation of the changes of mag netic disturbance to those of sun-spot area, as determined by Messrs D E LA RUE, STEWART, and LO;WY. 7. Trevandrum Observations.-The following table contains the ranges of the monthly mean diurnal variations of magnetic declination for each year from 1853 to 1875; these are obtained from hourly observations from February 1853 to February 1865, and from observations made during the following years eight times daily at the hours-6J, 7-J, 10£, 11£ A.M., and 0£, 2\, 4£, and h\ P.M. The ranges were also deduced from the observations made at these hours in the years 1853 to 1865, and found to be on the average 0'*03 less than from the whole series of 24 hourly observations; this quantity was therefore added to the ranges after February 1865. 8. In order to obtain the epochs of maximum and minimum oscillation it has been usual to employ only the yearly means corresponding (for their middle points) to the 1st July. I have sought more complete results by taking the yearly means corresponding to the 1st of each month; * these are given in Table II ., where the quantity under each month is the mean range deduced from the oscillations for six months before and six months after the first of that month. These quantities are projected in Plate XXXIX.
9. From Table II . we obtain at once the following epochs with the corresponding values of the yearly mean range. (Paris, 1820-30) . § Of the later series I have employed the observations of GAUSS (Gottingen, 1834-41) ,|| LAMONT (Munich, 1840-50)J LLOYD (Dublin, 1840-50) ,** BROUN, (Makerstoun, 1842-46) -l has been added to the yearly means from 1841.1 (Feb. 1), to 1842'0, derived from two-hourly observations, to reduce to the means from 1842'0 to 1845 -5 from hourly observations, after 1845'5, 0''6 is added. The object of these corrections has been to obtain comparative results from different places for the epochs of minimum (37). ** Observations made at the Mag. and Met. Obs. Dublin, vol. i. p. 89; vol. ii. p. 53 . The ranges 9-1-11 are taken from observations at 7 A.M. 1 P.M. or ---. P.M. in 1840-43, and from the three-hourly 2t observations after 7 A.M. in the following years.
+t The hourly observations were not continued at the last five stations sufficiently long to give the time of maximum. We deduce from the southern stations the minimum in 1843 -43 nearly, and from the southern stations 1844-25, or we have nearly for the mean epochs, maximum 1848-9, minimum 1843-85.
12. The period preceding this depends on GAUSS'S observations ; they give a double maximum of nearly equal value in 1836 9 and 1838-3 (see Plate XXXIX.), the former of which, however, has the greatest weight; we may perhaps be able to take with no great error the maximum in 1837'5=:13 / -04.|j The minimum occurred before 1834 -7, probably near 1833"5, if we may judge from SCHWABE'S observations, to which reference will be made hereafter.
13. From ARAGO'S observations, we derive the well-marked epochs, maximum 18297 = 13 '74, minimum 18243 = 7'75. (See Plate XXXIX.) 14. is exactly that found from the Makerstoun observations. The ratio varies somewhat with the year and the amount of disturbance, the values for the four years at Greenwich being 1'53, 1'76, 1'64, and 1*67. As 1820'5 was upwards of two years from the epoch of maximum disturbance, the ratio found cannot be far from the truth. who employed COULOMB'S silk fibre suspension The astronomer of Paris, with the aid of three assistants, followed the movements of the needle from morning till evening between 1783 and 1792 ;t the maximum westerly position was obtained for each day from the observations between noon and 3 P.M., the mean of these positions was found for each eight days, corresponding to the 4th, 12th, 20th, and 27th or 28th of each month4 In a similar manner the minimum westerly positions were deduced from the morning or evening observations; the differences of four pairs of means thus calculated give the monthly mean ranges. The yearly means, corresponding to the 1st of each month, are projected Plate XXXIX. From this curve we derive the maximum 178725 = 15'-29; the minimum 1784-8 = 9 '-211 As in the case of BEAUFOY'S observations the minimum noted is so near the beginning of the series that the exact epoch is by no means certain.* We must conclude then, that if the minimum occurred at 1813 -7, it had a greater value than in 1844'5 at Greenwich; or, if the value of the former minimum was nearly the same as the latter, that the former occurred probably near 1813"0.
It may also be remarked that the mean of the daily ranges for Greenwich in 1847 was 17' -8, for which year the range from 8 h 40 m A.M. to l h 20 m P.M. was approximately 8''66, which is less than the maximum of 1818. The mean of the daily ranges in 1818 was therefore between 18' and 19'. From omitting the consideration of the hours to which BEAUFOY'S ranges refer, it has been supposed that the diurnal oscillations was very small in 1818.
t Observations Astronomiques et Physiques faites a l'Observatoire en l'anne'e 1791, p. 345 and note p. 350. Only the observations from 1783 to 1788 were published in CASSINI'S memoir "Sur la de'clinaison et les variations de l'Aiguille aimante'e lu a l'Acade'mie Eoyale des Sc, Aoiit 1871. While the results obtained by CASSINI for the mean position of the needle were vitiated by different causes, the deduced ranges are probably approximately true.
J Different authors have supposed erroneously that CASSINI observed only on these four days in each month.
§ It is difficult in this instance to seek the epoch from the value of the range, as it is not quite certain whether CASSINI'S ranges are those of the means for each week at the hour of least and greatest declination, or simply the means of the daily ranges. If the former, then the minimum was probably less than that noted, and occurred earlier. It should also be pointed out that we are not acquainted with any marked period, such as that of CASSINI, in which the minimum occurs only 2^ years before the maximum.
17. Gilpin's Observations.-Although this series (1786-1805) began after CASSINI'S, I have considered the latter first for reasons which will soon be obviousThe whole difference between the conclusions of Drs LAMONT and WOLF depends on the interpretation of the magnetical and sun-spot observations made between 1787 and 1818. GILPIN employed a needle with an agate cap (carefully turned by the well-known maker NAIRN) resting on a steel point. The instrument was made under the supervision of CAVENDISH,* and every precaution was taken by GILPIN to obtain the true position of the needle at rest by attracting it frequently to both sides. He observed from 6 A.M. to 10 P.M. in all the months of the years 1877 and 1793, but only during from two to seven months in the other years.
In order to deduce the best possible results the means of the ranges for the months on which observations were made in each year were compared with the mean of the ranges for the same months in the years 1787 and 1793 ; the differences applied to the mean of the ranges for all the months in these two years gave the approximate mean range for each year;t the results are as follows:- These quantities are projected Plate XXXIX., and from the curve we obtain the following epochs and ranges- 18. Dr WOLF considers that GILPIN'S observations show a minimum in 1796, whereas Dr LAMONT cannot conceive how a minimum in 1796 can be derived from these numbers; he adds, "In fact, they show no period whatever, which is easily understood when we remember that a needle on a steel point was * See the description by CAVENDISH, Phil. Trans. 1776, p. 385.
•f Phil. Trans. 1806,p.416. The ranges for each month were determined from a mean of observations made at those times of the day when the declination was considered greatest and least. Generally 600 observations were made in each month.
VOL. XXVII. PART IV. 7 M employed, which needle was so insensible that, according to GILPIN'S exp statement, the accidental deviations could amount to 8' or 10' or even more."* An attentive consideration of GILPIN'S observations induces me to conclude that Dr LAMONT'S view cannot be accepted without a considerable qualification; for although the needle sometimes did not return to its previous position within 10' or more, yet we have the evidence of GILPIN'S monthly and yearly means, showing with considerable exactness the small westerly movement of the magnet then taking place, from 23
? 50' in 1793, to 24° 9' west in 1805, as proof of the general exactness of his observations.t At the same time, there is no reason to believe that the occasional inconsistencies, which GILPIN sought to correct by frequent observations, would diminish the range more than increase it. We have, however, as in the case of BEAUFOY'S instrument, the means of verifying the sensibility of the London needle, by the simultaneous observations made at Paris at the commencement of GILPIN'S series ; the comparative mean ranges are as follow:- 19. These quantities give no reason to doubt the sensibility of GILPIN'S needle at these periods. The principal objections to the results of GILPIN are to be found later, in the small ranges for the maximum of 1797 7, to which I shall refer immediately. It should be observed that, as far as I am aware, no one has suggested that GILPIN'S observations show a maximum in the year just ^men-tioned; but a consideration of the facts allow, it seems to me, little doubt that a maximum occurred at that time.
A second maximum appeared in 1803 -5; but GILPIN'S ranges for the last four of the five months of observations in 1805, show an average increase of 0 /-52 on the ranges for the corresponding four months of 1804; it is by no means certain then that the second maximum did not occur after 1805*5. We may now compare the results obtained from the whole series of observations. * "Einige Bemerkungen iiber die zehnjiihrige Periode," &c, Sitz. b. der k. Akad. d. W. 1864. GILPIN'S statement is-"Sometimes the needle would be extremely consistent with, itself, so as to return exactly to the same point, however often it might have been drawn aside; at other times it varied 2' or 3', sometimes 8' or 10', or even more."-Phil. Trans. 1806, p. 416.
t ARAGO has also indicated the large diurnal oscillation obtained by GILPIN and its varying amount with the season (as elsewhere) as evidence of the free movement of GILPIN'S needle. His chief difficulty has reference to the small annual variation of the mean position compared with that found by CASSTNI, a result which I believe to be wholly in favour of GILPIN'S observations, since no such large annual movement as that found by CASSINI has been shown by any careful series of observations since his time. See "O2uvres de ~E. ARAGO/' t. iv. p. 482. I regret that I have not been able to find the original observations which were made in the Eoyal Society's Apartments, Somerset House, from 1786 to 1808 by GILPIN, and continued thereafter by Mr LEE, the librarian (See BBAUFOT, Annals of Philos., p. 339). It is not improbable, however, that they may yet be discovered. It will be seen that the maximum interval occurred between the minima of 1843 and 1856, being 12-45 years; the diminution in the intervals afterwards induced me to conclude in September 1875, that we were approaching a minimum period like that experienced between 1829-1837."* This is more evident when the intervals are arranged in succession as below.
Summary of the Epochs if Maxima and
Interval of Minima, 9'20 ? years. " Maxima, 10-55 " " Minima, 10-20 " " Maxima, 11'40 " " Minima, 12 "45 "
Interval of Maxima, 11*40 years. " Minima, 10-35 " " Maxima, 7'80 " " Minima, 9"30 " " Maxima, 11'50 , ,  21. Should the next maximum occur about 1879-5, the series will be completed within nearly 42 years. Thus we have the intervals- 1875-7?-1833-5? = 42'20 years? 1870-85-1829-70 = 41-15 " 1866-50-1824-20 = 4230 years. 1860-30-1818-20 = 42-10 " 22. If with an approximate interval of 42 years, we seek to determine the epochs before 1818, we shall find them as follows:-The first epoch is probably one year too late; the second may not be far from the truth (19.); the third is 13 years too late ; the fourth, 2 -2 years too soon; the fifth, 3*5 years too late; the sixth is 0"3 years too late; and the remaining epochs are probably not far from the truth (Arts. 30-32). The most marked differences are those for the otherwise irregular period 1795-1801. 23 . Does the movement shown by Gilpin's observations from 1795 to 1801 belong to a true period 1 ?-While the very different and sometimes absolutely opposite results, obtained by many celebrated observers, from the needle, supported on a steel pivot, in the period 1770-1780, immediately before the commencement of GILPIN'S observations, have thrown doubt on all observations made with the same kind of instrument since, I have already noted some proofs of the accuracy of the conclusions deduced from GILPIN'S series, and the agreement in the first instance at least with CASSINI'S observations, showing nearly the same epoch of maximum diurnal oscillation. The doubt, however, is not wholly removed by these other proofs, and it is increased by the fact, that since systematic observations have been made with more perfect instruments, we have seen no appearance of so short a period, and especially have seen no period in Avhich the whole variation of the diurnal oscillation was less than V, as in the case in question.
On the other hand, we must also observe that ive have no case in which two minima of nearly equal value, belonging to the same epoch, are separated by an interval o/5 -5 years like those for 1795-0 and 1800 -5. It acquires only a glance at the curves projected, Plate XXXIX., to see the weight of this fact. We have, however, another method of determining whether a period probably existed of such a character as that shown by GILPIN'S observations. 24. The general agreement between the epochs of maximum and minimum sun-spot frequency and diurnal range of the magnetic needle has been already referred to (6.): we shall leave at present the evidences of this agreement during the last half century, and consider what is known of the former phenomenon in the periods immediately preceding. Our knowledge of sun-spot observations during the last as well as in a great part of this century is due to Dr WOLF. Unfortunately, it is just at the time when we have the most need for complete series of sun-spot observations that they are most wanting. From 1790 to 1815 was a period when men seem to have had their attention turned too strongly towards the earth's surface for them to be able to examine with care that of the sun. Dr WOLF'S " relative " spot numbers for this period can therefore be considered only as rude approximations in some cases, and perhaps as doubtful guesses in others. They cannot, however, I think, be considered without any value on account of these defects; they contain all the information we possess on spot frequency for the time.* 25. The following are the "relative" numbers (r) of sun-spots given by Dr WOLF for the years which we are now considering:* - JOHN HERSCHEL has remarked that 1800 was a year of minimum. § On the whole, it seems extremely probable that there were comparatively few spots on the sun from 1795 to 1800. This conclusion agrees with that which may be deduced from GILPIN'S observations, since the increase in the number of spots, which should have corresponded to the increase of the diurnal oscillation of the needle in 1797, must have been one which would have been shown distinctly only by a careful system of accurate sun-spot observations. 26. We have still another phenomenon, the aurora borealis, which can be related to the magnetic disturbance. I have indeed shown " that the laws of the aurora borealis may be concluded from those of magnetic disturbance, and vice versa. || That this should hold for the decennial period was at once evident, and different discussions have been performed to prove it. One of the most careful and satisfactory is that by Professor LOOMIS, who has considered only shown that they depend on few observations. He remarks that old observers directed their attention chiefly to large sun-spots; so that FLATJGERGUES (one of the principal observers during the period in question) saw the sun frequently without spots, when many were seen by other observers (" Einige Bemerkumgen liber die zehnjahrige Periode," S. 23). In an interesting investigation on the decennial period of auroree, sun-spots, and magnetic variations, Professor LOOMIS has also pointed out the fewness of the observations employed by Dr WOLF, especially those for the years 1802 to 1806 ("American Journal of Science," April 1873). The numbers for some of these years Dr WOLF has himself marked (?) as doubtful, as in the above Professor LOOMIS'S numbers show in general a variation which agrees to a considerable extent with that of the numbers of solar spots and the ranges of the magnetic variations; they can be considered, however, in many cases as only rough relative approximations for limited periods, depending as they do on the attention that may have been bestowed on this phenomenon by different observers at different times.J Whatever weight they may possess is in favour of the conclusions at which I have already arrived. We see that in 1797 more aurorae were observed than in any year between 1793 and 1805, in which latter year there is also a maximum. With these facts before us, we may now determine the mean duration of the decennial period.
27. Mean Duration of the Period.-If the difference of the intervals for successive periods follows no law, we can obtain the best approximation to the mean interval by including the greatest space of time possible, consistent with a knowledge of the number of periods, and the exact epochs at the commencement and end of the time considered. If, however, as seems not improbable, the durations of the different periods vary in such a way as to repeat themselves at equal intervals, we can obtain the mean duration accurately only by comparing epochs in the same phase of variation. This is a consideration which can be attended to only when the law of variation is known. Dr WOLF appears * The principle on which this limitation is founded had been already indicated by me. See "Trans. Roy. Soc. Edin.," vol. xix. pt. ii. footnote, p. lxxxii. 1850.
+ "American Journal of Science," April 1873, pp. 249, 256. % I may point out the very few aurorse noted for the maximum of 1818, yet as I have shown (15, footnote) the diurnal range of the magnetic needle for that year was probably as great (or nearly as great) as at any other maximum. It is possible also that the limiting line of equal auroral frequency is variable. In any case little confidence can be placed in the relative magnitude of the number for sunspots and for aurorae at the epochs under consideration, when compared with those for the half century 1826 to 1876.
to have found long periods of 56 years and of 80-90 years.* From the preceding discussion, the best known epochs seem to show a period of 42 years; as twice this period is within the limits of the last of Dr WOLF, we should obtain the mean duration, if either be true, by employing an interval of about 84 years. We have, fortunately, two very satisfactory epochs for this determination, that of 1787*25 deduced from CASSINI'S observations and confirmed by GILPIN'S, and the last maximum of 1870-85. From these two epochs, supposing they include eight periods between them, we have 28. If, however, we suppose with Dr WOLF that there were only seven periods, then we have -i j -= 11-80 years.
As there can be no doubt as to the accuracy of the earlier epoch (confirmed as it is also by Dr WOLF'S spot numbers and Professor LOOMIS'S aurora numbers), we may take for comparison with it one of Dr WOLF'S epochs of maximum spot frequency upwards of 80 years before; we have then
The number of periods here employed is that given by Dr WOLF. We have then, according to the astronomer of ZurichBy 8 periods, 1705 to 1787, mean period 10-23 years. 7 " 1787 to 1871, " 11-80 " These two means differ twice as much from each other as Dr WOLF'S mean of 1111 years does from that originally found by Dr LAMONT, and confirmed by this discussion.t 10-23 10-21 10-61 10-64 10-56 10-75 10-74 Little weight can be given to these earlier epochs; but whatever weight they may possess, if we start from the sure epoch of 1787 no interval including more than 80 years will be found to satisfy the 29. I believe then that I have shown, in opposition to Dr WOLF'S conclusion, that there was a maximum in 1797; in opposition to Dr LAMONT, that GILPIN'S observations are in all probability trustworthy; that there was probably a period of small variation in the amplitude of the diurnal oscillation; which, should it recur, may aid in the discovery of the cause of the variations of sun-spot and auroral frequency, as well as of the magnetic disturbances; and that the mean durations of the period is about 1045 years.* 30. Maximum of 1776.-It will have been seen (Art. 22) that the long period of 42 years gives 1776-2 as the epoch of maximum before 1787'2. Dr WOLF finds from his spot numbers that 1775'8 was the epoch of minimum, and that 1779 was the year of maximum; this also agrees with Professor LOOMIS'S numbers of aurorse, We have, fortunately, two series of magnetical observations, which may aid in deciding whether 1776 was a year of maximum or of minimum. I have already referred to VAN SWINDEN'S result (Art. 2); the following are the numbers of days of disturbance observed by him in each year, as well as the numbers of irregular days on which the north end of the needle attained its most westerly position before noon or after 4 P. It has been stated that VAN SWINBEN does not seem to have had any exact limit to define his days of disturbance, and all that can be deduced from the first column of numbers is, that the maximum appears to have occurred period of the Zurich, astronomer. It should also be remarked that the longest interval for two successive periods given by Dr WOLF before 1787 is 26 years; since 1818, the longest is 23 years; while from 1787 to 1818 gives 31 years, which, for any other two periods, is an interval unknown in Dr WOLF'S sun-spot history. It is obvious that if 10'4 years be near the mean duration, the last result of 11*8 years, obtained on the supposition that there was no maximum in 1797, will go on diminishing, passing through the mean of 11-1 years about 1960. * It will be remarked that this is very nearly the period obtained in 1862 by Dr LAMONT (Art. 6), I would therefore repeat that his result was founded on two hypotheses:-1st, That the length of the period should always have been within the limits observed since 1818. Id, That GILPIN'S observations and the sun-spot numbers of Dr WOLF (which did not satisfy the first hypothesis) were worthless. These hypotheses seem inadmissible, and Dr WOLF'S result has been in consequence very generally accepted. The whole discussion induces me to believe that a maximum occurred near 1797, and the only point on which any doubt ean remain is as to its magnitude,-whether it was really so small as all the observations indicate. There are no means of testing the earlier epochs of Dr WOLF ; but no long' period given by him will be satisfied by them. If I have already shown good grounds for substituting a maximum in 1776 for Dr WOLF'S minimum, a similar change in some of the epochs of the preceding century and half may be quite possible.
Diurnal Ranges of the Magnetic Needle in the years of Maximum and Minimum, and their
Ratios.-There is considerable difficulty at present in arriving at any satisfactory comparison of the ranges during different periods, derived, as they are, from observations made at different places and at different hours. We may, however, determine approximately the ratios of the greatest to the least oscillations in each case. They are as follows :- 3-Hourly.
Hourly.
observations daily.
It is difficult to say, from the quantities found, that there has been any marked difference in the amount of the maximum diurnal range of the magnetic needle at any given station since the commencement of the magnetic series of observations, with the exception of that for 1797. All the differences shown for the other epochs of maximum may be explained by the different methods of determining the amount of the oscillations.
It will be observed, that the ratio of the yearly mean range at the maximum to that at the minimum; is nearly constant for stations so widely apart and so differently situated on the earth's surface as Dublin, Toronto, Trevandrum, * This ratio for Munich is that for the true maximum and minimum; the three following ratios are from the greatest and least ranges, corresponding to the middle of each year. They are also not from the same hours.
+ The greatest yearly mean was the last from the hourly observations, 1848-25 = H'-69, as the yearly mean range at Dublin increased from that epoch to 1849'0 by O' -33, and at Munich to 1848'8 by 0 -'03 ;-the mean of these two increases has been added to the last yearly mean at Hobarton. J The last yearly mean from the hourly observations at Toronto (1848"0) was 11 -65 ; the correction to the maximum was derived from the Dublin observations, which showed very nearly the same amount of increase from year to year. Thus, the differences of the yearly mean ranges for the two places, Dubbin minus Toronto, were-1844-0 1845-0 1846-0 1847-0 1848-0 + 0'-54 +0'-37 +0'-54 +0'-46 +0'-58.
The mean excess, 0'"50,has been subtracted from the maximum range at Dublin, 1849'0 =13''31, to obtain the approximate maximum for Toronto.
and Hobarton. It will be remarked, however, that the ratios for the European Continent are markedly greater than for the other parts of the earth.* It appears, also, from the results for Trevandrum, that the ratio is not quite constant, but is diminishing gradually. This fact, if followed through successive periods, will probably lead to the knowledge of a periodic variation. I believe Trevandrum is a station particularly suited for the determination of laws depending on small differences, since there the irregular effect of magnetic disturbance is much less felt than in high latitudes.
Ratios of the Ranges derived from the Movements between different
Hours. -If the diurnal movement of the magnetic needle follows the same law, at the same place, in years of maximum as in years of minimum disturbance, we may conclude that the ratio of the movements between any two hours for these years will be constant. The following are the ratios of the yearly mean movements for 1848-25 and 1843-5, between different hours and the hour of maximum at Hobarton :- The above quantities for Milan are taken from Dr WOLF'S Astron. Mitth. xxxviii. p. 382 (July 1875), where I have found, since this paper was written, that the Zurich astronomer has adopted the method of yearly means corresponding to each month.
We find also from the Dublin observations between 7 A.M. and 1 P.M. for 1849-50 and 18440:-12'-28 7-93 = 155, which is nearly the same ratio as that already obtained (33) from all the observation hours.* 36. If we represent the mean diurnal range of the magnetic needle at any place in years of maximum and minimum disturbance by r m and r 0 respectively, and at any other place by r' m and /<,, we have seen that for stations in the northern and southern hemispheres, and near the equator.
There is every reason to believe that the cases for which slightly different ratios have been found during the same period can be explained by the superposed variations, due to local laws, of the magnetic disturbance, as they affect the mean position of the needle at different hours. If, then, the diurnal oscillations increase from the minimum value to the maximum in a constant ratio for different stations, or if
We arrive at the very probable conclusion that the varying amount of the oscillation is due to the variation of intensity of the same cause; or that the cause of the diurnal movement of the magnetic needle is the same in years when the sun is. without spots, as in the years when the spots are most numerous.f When we remember .the greater amount of irregularity produced in the diurnal variations by the disturbances in 1848, it will be seen that the equations for both years show as nearly the same law as could be expected with a cause whose increased action in producing the diurnal variations is accompanied with increased irregularities.
"f" It is not to be forgotten that near the equator the diurnal variation of the magnetic needle during the equinoctial months is nearly annihilated by the action of two opposing laws, that of the northern and that of the southern hemisphere, one of which prevails more or less in the other seasons. Since both the southern and northern forces vary alike (or nearly so) during the decennial period, it is only the difference of the increments or decrements which are shown at Trevandrum; and it is one of the results most confirmatory of the preceding conclusion that the increase from the minimum to the maximum year bears still the same ratio to the whole diurnal collection at the minimum as for Hobarton, Dublin, and Toronto, where one of the forces always prevails.
Differences in the Decennial
Variations at different Stations.-In order to show these differences, the variations of the yearly mean ranges for different stations have been projected Plate XXXIX. for the years near the minimum 1844. It will be seen there that the minimum appears to have been attained earliest at the stations nearest to, and south of, the equator; that an increase of the oscillation occurred 1845-46, at the two widely separated stations, Munich and Hobarton; while a diminution is shown at Toronto, and the oscillation remains nearly constant at Dublin and Makerstoun. These differences are sufficiently marked to prove that the decennial variation is affected by local causes, a result already shown by the differences of the ratios at the same time.* 38. Comparison of the Yearly Mean Diurnal Oscillation of the Needle and Sun-spot Area.-Having treated the sun-spot areas given by Messrs D E LA RUE, STEWART, and L(EWY, in the same way as the magnetic ranges, so as to have the yearly mean corresponding to the beginning of each month, these were projected above the curves of yearly mean diurnal range, Plate XXXIX.
In the period, 1836-1848, we find that the maximum spot-area occurred at 183675, and that it diminished with considerable regularity thereafter; whereas the diurnal magnetic oscillation attained the maximum at 1836-9, which was followed by a nearly equal maximum at 1838 25, when the spot-area had diminished by one-third of its whole value.
In the next period the maximum spot area occurs again earlier than that of the diurnal oscillation; while after 1850*5, the former increases and the latter diminishes.
* Dr LAMONT has given the diurnal ranges for different years at several places, deduced from observations at two hours only, which he points out are thus affected by disturbances, and are therefore only "preliminary approximations." He has concluded from the general agreement of the increase from minimum to maximum that-JL. -c where r, and / . are the diurnal ranges for the same (n' k ) year at any two stations. Dr LAMONT has not, however, given the ratios which result from his data; these scarcely satisfy the equation even approximately. Thus taking St Helena and Munich, for which the ranges are given by him, we find- St Helena' 2"55 2"81 3"48 I believe, however, that Dr LAMONT'S conclusion is true, " that the cause of the ten-yearly period is to be found, in the sun, or more generally, in a cosmic force acting from a great distance." Indeed, the preceding equation is a general form of that given Art. 36. And when we compare the minimum'and maximum at Munich for 1850 and 1860 with those for Trevandrum near the same times, we find-M u n i c h , 1856, ™ ? = 3-76 1860, U ' ' 1 7 = 3'75.
Trevandrum' 1 "88 2'98
These ratios are not quite accurate, since only the minimum for 1856'5, and the maximum for 1859'5 at Munich are known to me, but the true minimum and maximum values cannot be verydifferent; these ratios then will satisfy Dr LAMONT'S equation nearly, and confirm his conclusion. See " Einige Bemerkungen iiber die zehnjahrige Period, Sitzungsberichte der K Akad. der Wischenschaften," Miinchen, 1864, II. S. 21.
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In the interval 1850-61, the spot area remains nearly constant from 1859-4 to 1861-5, while the magnetic oscillation attains a sharply marked maximum at 186025.
In the next period the spot area diminishes with a series of secondary maxima and minima, which are also shown, but not simultaneously in the magnetic oscillations. Dr WOLF'S relative numbers have also been projected from 1860 to 1874,* as the spot areas are given only to 1867. In this period the sun-spot frequency curve shows a sharp maximum, while the magnetic oscillation maximum is much flatter.
39. Though the differences between the curves for spot-area, or frequency, and for the diurnal oscillation, are, in several cases, strongly marked, there are also occasions on which inflexions in the one curve find corresponding inflexions in the other. Obviously, the observations of sun-spots are imperfect and incomplete. We know also that the decennial variation of the diurnal oscillation is not exactly the same for different stations. Making every allowance for these two causes of difference, it still appears most probable that neither the area nor frequency of sun-spots is an exact measure of the magnetic action, but that each is a distinct result due to the same cause.t We may also conclude that any attempt to determine the amount of the diurnal oscillation of the needle at any place, by means of equations depending on the spot frequency, can only give such approximations as follow from the general agreement of the two phenomena within certain limits; thus the very rough parallelism of the curves of spot-frequency and of diurnal oscillation at Trevandrum from 1860 to 1869 is very widely departed from thereafter.
40. Decennial Period of Magnetic Disturbance at Trevandrum, 1854*5 to 1864-5.-When we determine the mean diurnal variation of the needle for a month, the mean position of the needle for every hour is obtained; the observed positions for a given hour on different days are generally east or west of the mean. These deviations are due to various causes; to variation of the diurnal law with season, to the sun's rotation, the moon's revolution, and the cause producing the secular and other variations of long period. In order to diminish the effects of these various causes, the four-weekly mean diurnal variation, corresponding to the middle of each week in each of the 11 years, was computed. The observations in each week were then compared with their corresponding hourly means, and the differences were taken; these differences obey two diurnal laws, one depending on the moon's, the other on the sun's hour angle. The latter, due to deviations from the mean solar law, are called solar disturbances. The lunar observations have been shown to depend also indi-* Astron. MettL xxxviii. S. 385, July 1875. + This follows from the conclusion, Art. 36, sun-spots appearing only when the magnetic action exceeds a given value. rectly on the sun,* and the amplitudes of both the solar and lunar diurnal variations have been found to obey the decennial law.t The means of all the differences may therefore be considered due to direct or indirect solar disturbance. The yearly means are given in the following table:- The means of Table III . are projected (Plate XXXIX.) immediately below the yearly mean sun-spot area. I have also projected below the .yearly mean diurnal range, the yearly mean areas of the curves representing the monthly mean diurnal variations; the latter curve agrees to a great extent with that of the ranges. 41. The disturbance curve gives the following epochs,-minimum, 1856*7; maximum, 1860*2. These differ little from the epochs derived from the ranges, the minimum by the latter occurring, however, nearly five months later. The two curves do not resemble each other exactly, and there is a tendency to the maximum, shown by the sun-spot area at 1859*2, which is not shown by the ranges.
42. When we seek the ratio of the maximum to the minimum yearly mean disturbance we find 1860-2 O'*553 1859-7' 0-298 = 1*68.
The ratio for the disturbance is therefore greater than for the amplitudes of the diurnal variations. § § It is well known that magnetic disturbances are most felt in high latitudes; it would be of im-
Comparison of the Monthly Mean Sun-Spot Area and Monthly Mean
Disturbance.-The annual law of variation of mean disturbance of magnetic declination for high latitudes, first deduced from the Makerstoun observations, and since confirmed by the results of many observatories, is, that there are maxima at the equinoxes, and minima at the solstices. This law, however, does not hold near the magnetic equator. An examination of the monthly mean sun-spot area also has shown no similar law. The annual law of disturbance of magnetic declination at Trevandrum is a maximum in January, and a minimum in June.* This result is derived from the mean of eleven years' observations, and different years show marked deviations from this law.t As I had deduced a somewhat similar mean law for the sun-spot area, I have sought to compare the monthly means of the two variations for the years 1854 to 1864. Both are projected in the lower curves (Plate XL). The following are the conclusions from these curves.
44. 1st, During the period in which there were few spots, 1854 to 1856, there were large variations of the monthly mean disturbance, this difference is very marked in 1855. The minimum disturbance occurred evidently in March to June 1856; the sun-spot area was nearly zero from March 1855 to March 1857.
2d, In August 1857 a slight increase of sun-spot area is shown with a corportance to know the ratio of the mean difference (or disturbance) for different parts of the earth's surface; unfortunately this quantity has not been sought in general. Sir E. SABINE has made his valuable investigations on disturbances above certain limits, which vary with the station, so that no exact comparison can be made. The only means from hourly observations, in which all the disturbances are included with which I am acquainted, are those for Makerstoun in the years 1844 and 1845 ; the minimum yearly mean value of the disturbance was that for 1845*4 = l'"66; if we compare this with the minimum at Trevandrum for 1859-7, we have Makerstoun l'-66 _ Trevandrum' 0'-298 Ĩ f we compare, in like manner, the minimum yearly mean range of the monthly mean diurnal variations for the two places, we find Makerstoun 1844j25 7^86 __ Trevandrum' 1856-3 ' l'-88 ' a less ratio than for disturbanees. Dr LLOYD has given the mean of all the disturbances for the years 1841 to 1850 (Dublin Mag. Obs. vol. ii. p. 88); they are derived, however, from two-hourly observations in 1841-43, and from six three-hourly observations in the following years; and the means are not strictly comparable with those at Trevandrum, we find, however, the ratio of the maximum to the minimum yearly mean disturbance from the three-hourly observations, 1848-1 2^39 1845-75 ' i'-50 -l y '
which is slightly greater than the ratio for the ranges (Art. 33). * Trev. Mag. Obs. vol. i. p. 142. t There is one remarkably uniform result breaking the regularity of the mean law. The mean disturbance for November in eight years, and for October in the three remaining years is less than that for the months immediately preceding and following. responding increase of disturbance. From this time till 1861 there is a remarkable similarity in the variations, though they do not bear a constant ratio to each other.
3d, In 1861 marked differences begin to appear ; and these are seen, especially in the great increase of sun-spot area in June 1862, when there is a minimum of disturbance. There is again, however, a considerable resemblance in the two curves during 1863, which disappears again in 1864.
4:th, On the whole, these curves show that the disturbances cannot be measured by, and are not due to sun spots; but the coincidences are too numerous to allow us to avoid the conclusion, that they are due to a common cause. This cause, however, may produce great changes of sun-spot area without any corresponding change in the amount of disturbance; and considerable changes of the amount of disturbance exist when there are no sun spots.
Decennial Period of Magnetic Disturbance at different hours.-We have
seen that the mean oscillation of the magnetic needle between the hour when the polar end of the needle attains its maximum westerly position and other hours follows approximately the same law as the total oscillation (Art. 35); it has seemed to me desirable to examine whether the irregularities of position at each hour also follow the decennial law. The following table contains these means for each hour in each year :- In order to diminish the effects of the larger disturbance, which require longer periods for their repetition according to law, the means for each three hours have been taken; these are projected as means for the middle hours, of each three (Plate XL.). It will be remembered, in considering these curves, that the successive points are obtained from observations made at the same hour in different years. We conclude from the projections,-46. That the decennial variation does not follow exactly the same law at different hours. Thus there is some variation in the exact epochs of minimum near 1856*5, and of the maximum near 1860*0, according to the hour considered. The maximum occurs earliest (1859*5) in the curve for 9J P.M., and latest (1860*2) in that for 9^ A.M. Still more marked differences appear in the descending branches of the curves (after 1860). A secondary minimum appears in the curves for 3 | to 9^ A.M. in the years 1862 and 1863, which disappears in the curves after noon, the minimum occurring then in the year 1861. A secondary maximum occurs in all the curves near 1863 0, being least marked in those for noon and midnight. These differences are not due to large accidental disturbances at any given hour, since they change gradually from hour to hour.
47. When we compare the magnitude of the mean disturbance for each three hours at the maximum and minimum of the curves (Plate XL.), we obtain the following ratios :-- 48. In a similar way we obtain the ratios of the maximum to the minimum disturbances in the diurnal variation for each year. Taking the maximum and minimum for three successive hours, and for one hour only, we have, From all these series, we conclude that, in general, the ratio is greatest when the disturbance is least, and vice versa. 49. There is nothing in these ratios which can indicate a connection between the increase of mean disturbance from the hour of minimum to the hour of maximum in different years; nor between the increase from the hour of minimum and the hour of maximum in the year of minimum, to the same hours in the year of maximum disturbance. We do not know the nature of the forces which produce these deviations, nor their mode of action, but we may suppose that the latter will be the same in different years, and that the deviations should be related by some common law. The following result may aid in this determination :-(50.) Let us represent the maximum and minimum mean disturbance for any year by D m and D o respectively, then we find that the following relation holds very nearly, +/D m -V^o = constant. The quantities, Table IV., do not give us the exact values of the maxima and minima of the hourly mean disturbance, since these will not occur in general at the exact hours of observation, but they may be taken as near approximations. We find from the following results the errors of the preceding equation. (50) be the expression of a law which relates the deviations from the normal positions and the forces producing them, it is obvious that it must refer to separate disturbances, and not to their means ; and that if 2D represent the sum of the deviations (their number being constant for each year), instead of employing «/2D as has been done above, we should have taken 2,/D. As the differences between these quantities will depend on the mode of distribution of the positive and negative deviations about the mean in each year, the nearness of the approximation obtained can be due only to the fact that the positive and negative disturbances are very similarly distributed at all hours.
(52.) As, in general, the hourly mean disturbance varies little near the hours of maximum and near the hours of minimum, I have sought the exact values for the hours 11^ A.M., 0^ and 1^ P.M.. and for the hours ll£ P.M., 12^ and 1| A.M., in the curves for these hours showing the decennial variation (Plate XL.), and have found for the former 0 53. We may conclude, then, that the increase of the disturbance from minimum to maximum in the diurnal variation follows the same law of the constant difference of the square roots of the deviations in each year of the decennial period; and that the increase of the mean deviation for any hour in the year of minimum to the same hour in the year of maximum disturbance obeys a similar law.
54. Hypotheses as to the Cause of the Decennial Period.-The only periodic movement of the sun with which we are acquainted is that of his rotation on his axis. We are induced then to seek, without the sun, for some phenomenon which may occupy a like period with the variations in the areas of his spotted surface. If any such could be found, we might then inquire whether the former could be the cause of the latter; and if so, how 1 The planetary motions offered themselves at first as possible causes. The sun and the planets attract each other. The relation of the spot area, the amplitude of the magnetic oscillation, and the frequency of the aurora borealis, indicate an electrical cause in the latter cases; and without any exact knowledge of the forces which might be required so to disturb the equilibrium of the gaseous envelope of the sun, it did not appear impossible that electrical actions passing between the sun and the planets might suffice for the production of the solar spots. The only periodic movement, however, approaching the decennial period is that of the revolution of Jupiter, which occupies nearly 1J year more than the decennial period.
Dr WOLF has endeavoured to represent the latter period by formulae which are functions of the masses, distances, and periods of revolution of the planets. Such an effort may have some appearance of success when confined to a single period of eleven years; but it fails completely when extended to two or three periods.
55. The most interesting result with which I am acquainted is that due to the investigations of Messrs D E LA RUE, STEWART, and LCEWY; from which it appears that the mean area of spots (1854-60 and 1862-66) is greatest on the side opposite to Venus and Mercury, and least on the sun's surface presented PART XXVII. VOL. IV. 7 R to these planets.* This result is all the more marked that it appears to hold even for different solar meridians, so that the meridian passing through Venus and Mercury shows a lesser spot area (on the side next the planet), and a greater spot area (on the opposite side), than the meridians on either side of this principal meridian. 56. At the same time, I have made, for the purposes of this paper, a variety of discussions of sun-spot area relatively to the planetary periods, including the synodical revolution of Venus, and the conclusion has been that different periods of eleven years (1833-44, 1844-55, and 1855-66) , give different results.t 57. When we examine the curves representing the three-monthly mean-spot area given with the valuable memoir of Messrs DE LA RUE, STEWART, and LCEWY, in the "Philosophical Transactions" (1870, Plate xxxi.), we remark that there is not a regular increase from minimum to maximum, nor diminution from maximum to minimum in the decennial period; but that there are series of well-marked secondary maxima and minima. We cannot fail to perceive, also, that the most marked of these maxima (one of which, in each decennial period, is also the principal maximum) occur generally within the months October to March. Only one marked exception to this rule appears in the period 1834 to 1844, when it occurs in September; no exception appears in the period 1844 to 1856. In the third period (1856 to 1867) there is one marked exception in July 1862 (see Plate XL.), and two irregular years. The variation of spot area during some of these secondary periods is so great that it amounts to nearly four-fifths of the range for the whole decennial period. The exceptional cases repeat themselves in the same month in different periods.
58. It follows, from these considerations, that a discussion for a period of twelve months gives a maximum of spot area when the earth is nearest the sun in all the three decennial periods, but in the last a maximum is also shown when the earth is farthest from the sun.
59. It has, however, been already pointed out, that the great maximum of sun-spot area, which occurred for July 1862 (see Plate XL.), had no corresponding maximum of magnetic disturbance, nor was there any corresponding increase in the amplitude of the diurnal oscillation. If we suppose for the moment, that electrical actions passing from the sun to the earth are connected with spot production, we may also assume that when great variations of sunspot area are unaccompanied by similar variations of terrestrial magnetic disturbance, the earth itself is not in question; and that such cases as that of July 1862 may be connected with actions passing between the sun and another planet, such as Venus (the two most marked exceptional cases occupying about seven months).
60. The discussions of sun-spot area relatively to planetary periods have all been undertaken on the hypothesis that the actions of the planets should be the same when they return to the same points of their orbits. No hypothesis has been proposed as to the distribution of the medium by which the solar electrical actions are supposed to be conveyed to the planets. In a paper read to the Royal Society of London, January 27, 1876, I have shown that marked magnetic disturbances repeat themselves at intervals of exactly twenty-six days, in which cases there is a sudden diminution of the earth's magnetic force. This interval is that obtained for the time of the sun's rotation from numerous magnetic observations. The result just mentioned proves that these disturbances cannot be related directly to the sun's spots, whose time of rotation varies from twenty-six to nearly twenty-eight days. It also seems to show that the medium which conveys the solar-action is not the same as that which transmits light and heat, since the repeated electrical actions are felt by the earth when the same solar meridian returns opposite the earth.* 61. If we suppose that this electrical medium is derived from the sun, is of limited extent, unsymmetrically distributed around him, and has its own proper motion of rotation, it will be evident that no investigation for a given planetary period could give the same result for the same part of the planet's orbit.
62. Whatever theory of the formation of sun-spots may be adopted, we shall always require it to explain why there are few or no spots in some years of the decennial period ? Sir JOHN HERSCHEL supposed that sun-spots may be produced in the same way as terrestrial cyclones. M. FAYE has proposed an exceedingly rational hypothesis for their formation, depending on the diminishing velocities of contiguous zones on proceeding from the equator towards the poles. " Le de"croissement," says the distinguished French astronomer, " bien plus rapide sur le soleil qu'il ne le serait en vertu de la seule difference des rayons des paralleles de rotation,t donne naissance ca et la dans la photosphere a des tourbillons verticaux tout a fait analogues a ceux qui se produisent si * I may remark that M. BECQUEBEL has proposed a hypothesis by which the atmospheric electricity is derived from the sun, and has connected this derivation with the actions producing solar spots.
•-Comptes Rendus, Nov. 11, 1872 Nov. 11, , p. 1126 f M. FATE explains the difference between the velocities shown by the spots in different latitudes and those which should result from difference of radii of the circles of latitude by a hypothesis, according to which the stratum where the falling incandescent rain is converted anew into vapour, has a different form than the external surface of the photosphere,-is, in fact, ellipsoidal, and flattened at the poles. It seems to me that were this double form consistent with dynamical laws, we should have here an indication of a different distribution of solar heat at the equator and at the poles, and a cause of currents between the two, which M. FATE objects to in Sir J. HEBSCHEL'S hypothesis as non-existent. -Annuaire du Bureau des Longitudes, 1873, p. 516. aise"ment dans les cours d'eau, partout ou une cause quelconque diminue ou augmente la vitesse des tranches paralleles au sens du mouvement."* 66. It is " ces causes quelconques " with which we wish to become acquainted. The difference of velocities of the photosphere for two different latitudes is constant, at least I am not aware that it has been found greater in the years of maximum spot frequency. What has become then of the causes which disturb the equilibrium of contiguous zones in years when there are few or no spots ? M. FAYE has another hypothesis to explain this. That, on approaching extinction, the contraction of the sun due to the external radiation of heat may proceed by jerks (saccades), which will produce a sudden increase of heat and increased brightness, and that this phenomenon will be repeated till the sun becomes extinguished. " Avant d'arriver a ces oscillations extremes, les phe*-nomenes beaucoup moins alters pourront presenter un caractere de periodicity r^guliere, et telle est, sans doubt, la raison du fait de"couvert par M. SCHWABE et mis au pleine lumiere par M. R. WOLF de Zurich."! It is this hypothesis which must be compared with that of planetary actions. M. FAYE has said of the latter, " Ces ide"es ont cours a l'^tranger; elles ont peu de chance d'etre accepters en France."! I doubt much that the ideas which the learned French academician has substituted will be considered more satisfactory than the others. I believe that no hypothesis yet proposed has sufficient weight to be accepted generally, and more facts are required before a sure basis for a hypothesis can be attained. It is hoped that the results of the preceding paper will be found to be a contribution to this end. 
